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How we hear

What is Sound
Sounds are vibrations that pass through
the air.
When something makes a sound, the
particles in the air wobble and vibrate.

1

An object produces sound

2

The sound vibrations spread through
the air

3

The outer ear funnels the sound into the
middle ear

4

Sound causes the eardrum to vibrate

5

Hearing receptors turn vibrations into
signals

6

Signals get sent to the brain

Sound can be made in many ways:
Hitting
Plucking
Blowing

Frequency
De nition

How quickly the air is
vibrating

Measured in…

Hertz (written as Hz)

High
frequency

(same as high pitched)
means a fast vibration

Mouse’s
squeak

Example of a high pitched
sound

Low frequency

(same as low pitched)
means a slow vibration

Cow’s moo

Example of a low pitched
sound

Amplitude
De nition

How much force air
particles are moving with

Measured in… Decibels (written as dB)
High
amplitude

A loud sound – a lot of force
is used to make this sound

Whisper

Example of a low-amplitude
sound

Low amplitude A quiet sound – little force is
used to make this sound
Shout

2

Example of a low-amplitude
sound

Acoustics – the science of sound
Use of sound

Job of the sound scientist
(Acoustician)

Recording
studio

To block out sound from
outside the room

Concert hall

To make sound be heard
from a long way away

Sports
stadium

To make the sound as loud
as possible

Headphones
and speakers

Make the best quality sound
possible

Loudspeakers and microphones

Lesson Question

You will learn

What is sound?

• Describe what sound waves are

Learning Review

• Describe how we see sounds
• Explain how we can stop sound
How are different
sounds produced?

• Describe how sounds are produced
• Describe ways that different sounds can
be made
• Make your own instrument

What are frequency • Describe what the pitch of a sound is
and pitch?
• Describe ways to change the pitch of a
sound
• Give example of objects that produce
high and low pitch sounds
What do we mean
by amplitude of
sound?

• Describe what we mean by the
amplitude of sound
• Describe how to change the amplitude
of a sound
• Give examples of high amplitude and
low amplitude sound

How do scientists
design objects that
use sound?

• Explain what the science of acoustics
involves
• Describe how scientists dampen noise
that is not wanted
• Describe how engineers build venues to
improve sound quality

What are some of
the uses of sound?

• Explain how a string telephone works
• Describe how loudspeakers and
microphones work
• Explain how animals use echolocation
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What is sound?

Retrieval practice
1. Match up each synthetic material with the raw material that it is made from:
Plastic

Sand

Paper

Clay

Glass

Wood

Brick

Oil, natural gas or coal

2. Match the key word to the correct de nition.

4

Material

made from a raw material that has been changed

Raw material

any substance that has a name

Synthetic material

a material that is found in nature and has not been
changed by humans

• Lesson 1

1. How many objects can you think of that make a sound?

2. Discuss this animation with your partner.
What is happening to the paricles in the air?
https://www.acs.psu.edu/drussell/Demos/forkanim/forkanim.html

3. Read the following
comprehension about sound.
Sounds are simply vibrations that spread
through the air. When something makes a
sound, it wobbles or vibrates. This makes all
particles touching it wobble and vibrate like
people in a packed crowd pushing and
shoving. This ‘push’ gets passed across the air.

Our ears are designed to sense this vibration
and tell our brain what kind of sound we
are hearing. If we want to stop sound we
have to block the vibrations in the air with
a solid object (such as closing a door to
stop the sound on the other side of the
door) or we can use soft objects to reduce
the sound (like ear muffs or soft objects on
walls like curtains).

4. Answer the questions using the text above.
1. What are sounds?
Sounds are ________________________ that spread through the air.
2. When something makes a sound what happens to the particles in the air? Circle
the correct answer.
a. They stop moving
b. They wobble and vibrate
c. They change size
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5. Follow your teachers instrcutions to carry out investigation
into blocking sound.

6. Circle the loudest sound
sound inside classroom

or

sound outside classroom with door closed

sound without mouth covered

or

sound with mouth covered

sound without you ears covered

or

sound with your ears covered

7. Write a conclusion. What happens when you block sound?
When you block sound _______________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________.
This happens because ________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________.

8. Watch video that explains how we hear sounds and put the steps in the
correct order.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zgdmsbk/articles/zkdkmfr
First three steps:
The outer ear funnels the sound into the middle ear
1

An object produces a sound
The sound vibrations spread through the air

Now try the next three:
Hearing receptors turn vibrations into signals
Signals get sent to brain
Sound causes the eardrum to vibrate

6

• Lesson 1

9. Label the diagram of a ear:

10. Why might loud sounds be dangerous for our hearing?
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How are different sounds produced?

Retrieval practice
1. What are sounds?
Sounds are ________________________ that spread through the air.
2. Put the steps for how we hear in the correct order.
First three steps:
The outer ear funnels the sound into the middle ear
1

An object produces a sound
The sound vibrations spread through the air

Now try the next three:
Hearing receptors turn vibrations into signals
Signals get sent to brain
Sound causes the eardrum to vibrate

From previous learning:
3. Match up the words below with the right de nition:
Independent variable …

…the thing you observe to see how it is
affected

Dependent variable …
Control variables…

… the things you have to keep the same to
make sure it is a fair test.
… the thing that you change
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1. Read the following passage
about different sounds.
As we learned in the previous lesson, all
sounds are made by making vibrations
travel through the air. The vibrations that
come from different objects are very
different. Sometimes they sound high
pitched like a mouse’s squeak, or low like
a cow’s moo. Sometimes they are very
quiet like a whisper or very loud like a car
horn. Every time there is any kind of sound
however, there are vibrations in the air.

2. Answer the questions using the
text on the left.
1. What is an example of a high pitched
sound?
2. What are three ways to create a
sound:
S____________________
P____________________
B____________________

This means that, to create a sound, all we
need to do is make the vibrations in the air.
We can often do this by striking something
(like a drum), plucking it (like a guitar) or
blowing through it (like a ute).
3. Watch your teacher’s demonstration and add labels to the pictures below
to describe how a sound is produced:
Striking a drum:

Plucking a guitar:

Blowing a ute:
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4. How is the sound produced in each of these instruments?
Tick the correct box.
Sound is made by…

Instrument

plucking
Drum

Guitar

Flute

Harp

Saxophone

Xylophone
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striking

blowing

5. Watch your teacher’s demonstration and build your own musical instrument.

6. Write a method for building your musical instrument.

7. Compare the sound you instrument makes with other members of the class.
Do you notice a difference? Can you suggest a reason for that difference?

8. Can you design an experiment to test this prediction?
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
What would your variables be?
Dependent variable:_____________________________________________________________
Independent variable:____________________________________________________________
Control variables:_________________________________________________________________
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What are frequency and pitch?

Retrieval practice
1. What are sounds?
Sounds are ________________________ that spread through the air.
2. What are three ways to create a sound:
S____________________
P____________________
B____________________
From last cycle:
3. Pick two objects that are ‘synthetic’ and two ‘raw’ materials:
• coal
• wood
• plastic • cotton
Synthetic material
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• brick
• paper

• oil
• wool
Raw material

1. Listen to the sounds your teacher makes and put your thumbs up if it is high
pitched and your thumbs down if it is low pitched.
2. Watch your teacher’s demonstration. What do you notice about how the pitch
changes with size? (Demonstration of boom whackers)

3. Read the following
comprehension about frequency.
We learned previously that sounds can be
described as high pitched (like a mouse’s
squeak) or low pitched (like a cow’s moo).
How high or low pitched a sound is known
as a frequency. To make a high-pitched
sound, you have to create a very fast
vibration. The smaller the object, the easier
it often is to create a fast vibration that
makes a high-pitched sound. This is partly
why smaller objects may make a higherpitched sound (like a mouse). To make a
low-pitched sound (or sound with a lower
frequency) we do not want the vibrations
to be as quick. This frequency is measured
in Hertz after a famous scientist. 20 Hz
means 20 vibrations each second.

5. Read the following
comprehension about frequency
range.
The range that different people can hear
sound depends on the person. Young
people can hear up to about 20,000Hz
and as most humans can hear as low as
20Hz but older people will have a much
lower limit to the highest frequency they
can hear.

4. Use the text above to answer
the questions.
1. What kind of vibration makes a highpitched sound? _____________________
_____________________________________
2. Do smaller or bigger objects make a
higher pitched sound? ______________

6. What is the lowest frequency that
most humans can hear?

_____________________________________
3. What do we measure frequency in?
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
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7. Listen to the sounds produced by the frequency generator. Put a tick next to
the frequencies that you can hear. (http://onlinetonegenerator.com/)
Frequency (Hz)

Can you hear it?

Frequency (Hz)

50

5000

150

10 000

500

15 000

1000

18 000

2000

20 000

Can you hear it?

8. Look carefully at the table below that shows
the hearing range of different animals.
Animal

Lower frequency hearing range (Hz) Higher frequency hearing range (Hz)

Elephant

16

12 000

Dog

50

50 000

Mouse

1000

100 000

Bat

3000

120 000

Dolphin

1000

130 000

1. Which animal can hear the lowest frequency?
2. Which animal can hear the highest frequency?
3. Which animal has the greatest hearing range?
Re-write the table ranking the animals from biggest to smallest.

Animal
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Lower frequency hearing range (Hz) Higher frequency hearing range (Hz)

9. Do you notice any patterns? Are there any exceptions?

10. Write a sentence explaining one thing you have found out from this table.
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

11. If a mouse and a turtle found a langauge they could both speak, they
wouldn’t be able to hear each other! What does this tell you about
the hearing range and vocal range of a turtle?
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What do we mean by amplitude of sound?

Retrieval practice
1. What is an example of a high pitched sound?
2. Do smaller or bigger objects make a higher pitched sound?
3. What do we measure frequency in?
4. When something makes a sound what happens to the particles in the air?
Circle the correct answer.
a. They stop moving
b. They wobble and vibrate
c. They change size
From previous topic:
5. What is a synthetic material? A synthetic material is made from a r________
material that has been ch___________.
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1. Put the numbers 1-6 next to each picture below to suggest which sounds
would be the loudest (1) and which would be the softest (6)

Aeroplane engine __

A whisper __

A shout __

A laugh __

2. Read the following passage
about amplitude
The amplitude of a sound simply means
how loud it is. The louder the sound is,
the higher the amplitude is. The softer the
sound, the lower the amplitude is.
3. Complete the sentence below:
The louder the sound,
the _______________ the amplitude.

Microwave cooking __

Car horn __

Sounds with higher amplitude are made
by using more force when you create the
sound. For example, when you hit a drum
softly, it makes a quiet sound which means
it has a low amplitude. If you hit a drum
hard with a lot of force, it will make a loud
sound which means that the sound has a
high amplitude.
4. Circle the correct words in the
sentence below:
To create a louder sound you have to
use more/less force. To create a softer
sound you have to use more/less force.
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Another example of a loud sound with a
large amplitude is a car horn. This horn is
powerful and can push air with a lot of
force. This means the sound it produces
is very loud. A whisper causes air to be
pushed very gently so it does not move
with much force. Therefore the amplitude
is low and the sound is quiet.

When we use more force to make a sound
with higher amplitude when are making
the particles in the air jiggle and vibrate
with more force. So we would say that
amplitude is low.
Amplitude is measured in a unit call
decibels (can also be written as dB). The
more decibels a sound has, the larger the
amplitude and the louder the sound.

5. Circle the correct words in the
sentence below:
A car horn creates a sound with a
high/low amplitude. A whisper creates a
sound with a high/low amplitude.

6. Which unit do we use to measure
the amplitude of a sound?

7. Watch the demonstration of sounds with different amplitudes.
You can check the amplitude of sounds by using:
https://youlean.co/online-loudness-meter/
Complete the observations below:
1. What reading did the meter show for a loud sound? ____________ dB
2. What reading did the meter show for a quiet sound? ____________ dB
3. What happens to the reading of the amplitude if the sound is made further away
from the microphone on the computer?
When the sound is made further away from the computer,
the reading ________________________________________________________________
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8. Look at the diagram below and answer the questions below
Fill in the gaps in the table below:
Level of noise

Decibel level

Extremely loud

110 dB

Very loud
Loud
Moderate to
quiet

60 dB

Faint
What is the amplitude of the
following sounds:
a. hairdryer: ______
b. Whisper: ______
c. Jet engine: ______
d. conversation: ______

Which one is louder – a truck or a
helicopter? How do you know

9. Discuss why ears must be
protected from loud sounds.
How can ears be protected from
loud sounds?
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How do scientists design objects that use sound?

Retrieval practice
1. Circle the correct words in the sentence below:
To create a louder sound you have to use more/less force.
To create a softer sound you have to use more/less force.
2. Circle the correct words in the sentence below:
A car horn creates a sound with a high/low amplitude.
A whisper creates a sound with a high/low amplitude.
3. Which unit do we use to measure the amplitude of a sound?
4. What are three ways to create a sound:
S____________________
P____________________
B____________________
From a previous topic:
5. Match up each synthetic material with the raw material that it is made from:
Plastic

Sand

Paper

Clay

Glass

Wood

Brick

Oil, natural gas or coal
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1. Read the following passage
about scientists who study sound
The science of sound is known as acoustics.
A scientist who studies sound is called
an Acoustician. These scientists will study
sound for a range of applications.
2. What is the name for the science
of sound?
Sometimes their job is to remove sound
to makes things as quiet as possible – for
example in a recording studio when you
don’t want sound from outside the room to
be heard (or if you don’t loud sound being
played to leave the room!). The best way
to do this is to use a lot of soft material on
the walls to absorb the sound.
3. Circle the correct words in the
sentence below:

At other times, scientists try to make a
sound as loud across a distance as possible.
For example, in concert halls sound must
be heard from long way away so that
everyone can hear the music clearly. In
sports stadiums, scientists help to make the
noise of the crowd as loud as possible to
help create an exciting atmosphere. In
both cases, using hard, at surfaces makes
this happen.
4. Circle the correct words in the
sentence below:
To make somewhere as quiet as
possible, it is best to use hard/soft
materials.
Finally, some scientists try to make sound as
high quality as possible in headphones and
speakers so that people can listen to music
and other sounds to the best standard
possible.

To make somewhere as quiet as
possible, it is best to use hard/soft
materials.

5. Match up the different examples with the job of the scientist
Example

Job of the scientist

Recording studio

Make the best quality sound possible

Concert hall

To block out sound from outside the room

Sports stadium

To make sound be heard from a long way away

Headphones and
speakers

To make the sound as loud as possible
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6. Watch the demonstration by your teacher to show what happens to the
amount of sound detected when they cover their microphone
https://youlean.co/online-loudness-meter/

7. Why might it be annoying to live next to someone who likes to play
the drums?

8. Watch the video and answer the questions below
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jMs1Z_K8cR8
Why was the person worried about sound?
What did the put up on their walls?
What changed about the amplitude of the sound before and afterwards?

9. Add sketches to the different designs of stadiums below to show what
happens to the sound when a roof is added.

Which type of stadium will be the loudest?
Why is this?

10. How should a classroom be designed to create the best sound? Should it
have hard or soft surfaces on the walls?
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11. Look at the pictures below. They are both devices that are designed
to help people hear. Can you gure out which devices matches each
description below?

Digital hearing aid

Ear trumpet

Digital hearing aids were
invented in the 1970s.
They have a microphone
which picks up sounds
and sends them to a
small computer with an
ampli er that makes the
sound louder.

An ear trumpet was a tube with a
wide cone shape at one end. They
were usually made from metal. People
would hold the small end of the trumpet
to their ear and would point the large
opening towards the sound that they
wanted to hear. The ear trumpet would
make sounds louder so that they could
hear them more clearly.

12. Which do you think is the more modern device? How has our knowledge
about science changed over time?
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What are some uses of sound?

Retrieval practice
1. Circle the correct words in the sentence below:
To make somewhere as quiet as possible, it is best to use hard/soft materials.
2. Circle the correct words in the sentence below:
To make somewhere as quiet as possible, it is best to use hard/soft materials.
3. Match up the different examples with the job of the scientist
Example

Job of the scientist

Recording studio

Make the best quality sound possible

Concert hall

To block out sound from outside the room

Sports stadium

To make sound be heard from a long way away

Headphones and
speakers

To make the sound as loud as possible

From previous topic:
4. What is recycling?
Recycling is a process of c___________ and re________ materials to make new
synthetic materials.
5. Why do we want to avoid using raw materials too much?
Eventually, raw materials will be u_______ u___ and they cannot be replaced.
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2. Add arrows to the diagram
below to show how sound
travels from one person’s mouth
to the ear of another person.

1. Read the following about string
telephones
There are a range of applications that
show us how sound can be useful. One
simple way of seeing this is using a string
telephone.

It is very important that the string is pulled
taught. This means that is being pulled
apart so that it is in a rm, straight line. If you
do not do this, the string is too relaxed and
the vibrations will not pass along the string.

By connecting two cups with a string, you
can speak through one cup and hear what
is being said across a distance in the other
cup. When the rst person speaks into the
rst cup, their voice makes the cup vibrate.
These vibrations make the string vibrate. As
the string vibrates, the second cup is made
to vibrate. These vibrations can be hear
by the person with the second cup. This
means they can hear what is being said by
the rst person.

3. Put the following steps in order
to show how sound passes
along string phone cups
the vibrations pass along the string
from the rst cup to the second
one
the sound of the second cup
vibrating passes to the second
person’s ear
their voice makes the
vibrate
1

rst cup

Sound from one person’s mouth
travels to the rst cup
the second cup vibrates
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4. Follow the instructions below to make your own string telephone
Equipment:

Method:

• Two paper cups
• Two paper clips

1. Carefully make a small hole in the bottom of each cup
using the pencil (the teacher may need to do this for you)

• A piece of string

2. Pass one end of the string up through the bottom of the rst cup

• A sharp pencil

3. Pass the other end of the string up through the bottom of the
second cup
4. Tie each end of the string onto a paper clip
5. Pull the cups apart so that the string is taught
6. Try having a conversation from a distance with a partner
over a distance!

5. Read the following passage
about loudspeakers
and microphones

A microphone is an object that detects
sound and changes it into an an electrical
signal.

We can use certain devices to record
sound and to create sound electronically.
A loud speaker is an object that changes
electricity in wires into sound in the air.

Microphones are used to detect sound
in phones, computers, intercoms in ats
and in video cameras for examples.
Anytime sound needs to be detected, a
microphone will be used.

Loud speakers are used in head phones,
phones, televisions and computers for
example. Anything that is powered by
electricity and creates sound will use a
loud speaker.
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6. Give two examples of where loud speakers are used and two examples of
where microphones are used:
Loudspeakers are used in:
1. ________________________________________
2. ________________________________________
Microphones are used in:
1. ________________________________________
2. ________________________________________

7. Watch this video on echo location
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5GuaNA-5qWw

8. Finish the diagrams below to show how dolphins use echolocation to see
the rocky wall in front of them

9. Discuss how submarines might be able to use echolocation to see under
water in the dark
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